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INTRODUCTION
With the closure of many experimental facilities,

the nuclear criticality safety analyst is
increasingly required to rely on computer
calculadons to identi& safe limits for the
handling and storage of fissile materials.
However, the analyst may have little experience
with the SFK]C codes available at his or her
facility. Usually, the codes are quite complex,
bl~k boxes capable of analyzing numerous
problems with a myriad of input options.
Doeurnentation for these codes is designed to
cover ail the pssible configurations and types of
analyses but does not give much detail on any
particular ~
of analysis. For criticality
calculations, the user of a code is primarily
interested in the value of the effka.ive
multiplication factor for a system (kJ.
Most
codes will provide this, and truckloads of other
information that may be less ~rtinent to
criticality calculations.
Based on discussions with code users in the
nuclear criticality safety community, it was
decided that a simple document discussing the ins
and outs of criticality calculations with specific
codes would b quite useful. The Transport
Methods Group, XT’M, at Los Alarms National
J .aboratory (LANL) decided to develop a primer
for criticality calculations with their Monte Carlo
code, MCNP. This was a joint task &tween
MCN P is a

trademark
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of [he Universii
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LANL with a knowledge and un&rstanding of
the nuances and capabilities of MCNP and the
University of New Mexico with a knowledge and
understanding of nuclear criticality safety
calculations and educating fust time users of
neutronics calculations. W initial problem was
that the MCNP manual’ just contained too much
information. Almost everything one needs to
know about MCNP can be found in the manual;
the problem is that there is more infonrtation than
a user requires to do a simple ~ calculation. The
basic concept of the prime~ was to distill the
manual to cmwte a document whose only focus
was criticali~) calculations using MCNP.
PHILOSOPHY OF THE PRIMER
The primer is designed to help the criticality
analyst understand and use the MCNP Monte
Carlo code for nuclear criticality safety analyses.
It assumes a college education in a technical field,
but there is no assumption of familiarity with
Monte Carlo codes in general or with MCNP in
particular. The primer teaches by example, with
eam example illustrating two or three features of
MCNP often used in criticality analyses.
The primer provides a starting point for the
criticality analyst using MCNP. Altkough self
contained, the primer is intended as a companion

of (Milomiti,
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volume to the MCNP manual. Specific examples
of usirig MCNP for criticality analyses are given
in the primer while the cmual gives information
on the use of MCNP in all aspects of particle
#Wmspxt calculations. The primer also contains
appendices that give the user a general
description of Monte Carlo techniques, the
default cross sections avai.iable in MCNP,
surface descriptions, and other reference d .ta.
This informaticm is provided in appendices so as
not to obscure the basic information illustrated in
each example.
Starting with a Quickstart chapter, the primer
gives an overview of the basic mxquirements for
MCNP input and allows the reader to quickly run
a simple criticality problem with MCNP. This
chapter is not designed to explain either the input
or the MCNP options in detail, but to introduce
basic concepts that are further explained in
following chapters. Each chapter has a list of
objectives at the beginning that identifies the
focus of the chapter and the individual MCNP
features covered in &tail in the example
problems of that chapter. It is expected that on
completion of the primer, the reader will k
comfortable
using MCNP
in criticality
calculations and could handle 80 to 90% of the
situations that normally arise in a facility. The
primer provides a set of basic input ffles that can
be selectively edited for use with any particular
problem.
The primer is designed to be useful and easy
to read. As with most manuals, the user gets tk
most out of it by starting with Chapter One and
proceeding through the rest of the chapters in
order. Each chapter assumes knowledge and
comfofi with the concepts discussed in the
previous chapters. Although it may be tempting
to pick up the primer and immedhtely go to the
example problem that is similar to an analysis
requirement, this approach will not give the user
the background or the confk!ence in analysis
ability necessary for safe implementation of
procedure~ and limits. There is no substitute for a
thorough understanding of the techniques used in
an MCNP analysis. A little extra time spent going
through the primer and doing the examples wil!
~;l\
many
hours
O( confusion
and
Cmbdrrassrnent later.

Primer Format
To make the primer easy to USC,a standard
set of notation was developed. The text is set in
Times Roman typ Informatioll that fhe user
types into an input file is set in Courier.
Charactem in tie Courier font represent
commands, keywords, or data used as computer
input. As the primer often references the MCNP
manual, these references are set in square
brackets, e.g., [see MCNP Manual Chapter x].
One novel feature of the primer is the use of
what we called grey boxes. These present
underlying philosophy and mini-tutorials on
specific ideas or features of MCNP. As an
example, we used a grey box to discuss ‘The
Universe Concept.’ In MCNP, the use of
universes can substantially reduce input for
repeated structures and lattices so we used ii grey
box to introduce the concept of a universe.
The W&me thcept
Aunivem?e iseitkralatb
sIWrary ColiezticmOfcds tI@ mnbensedto~otkcdla

oran
defined
withina

Pm.
*Wyb
*Of
his ta
bok out a window at tb sky. You can see
partofthesky
butlmtall
ofitbo12maeofthe
window edges. There is essentially an infinite
mmountofsky butyouamlirnitcdto
what the

window allows you to sec. W window is
the filled cdlandt heakyiatheuniverse
thal
m the cell.
theunivmewillba
Intllisc
cOlhXtionofce T . In other word% several
cells will bedefincd to beinativerse
and
ano(her cell will be filled with that universe,
(bttkcswilibee xpltlkli nbterchlqxersof
the primer.)
Recallhg t.heeard ti3nnatfrom
Chaptel
1, the universceardis entered in the params

section of the cell card. Universe numbers are
arbitrary integers chosen by b user. here
are two rules when using universes.
1. Thecellsofa univeraecan bfudteor
infinite but must completely fill all of the
space within the cell that the universe is
specified to fill.
The surfaces of a filled cell and surfaces
2.
of the filling universe I.mst never coincide.

Tk 17 grey boxes are interspersed throughout
the ptimer to provide quick tutorials cm concepts
specific to MCNP. Iti this way fhe reader can go
directly to a grey box to get a refresher course on
a particular topic.
Primer Contems
The primer &gins with an intraluction that
describes its objectives and provides an ovemiew
of MCNP. This is followed by seven chapters
arranged in a standard format. Each chapter starts
with the objectives or ‘what you will be able to
do’ after completing the chapter. Then one or
more example problems based on real critical
assemblies are used to highlight the MCNP
topics discussed in detail in the chapter. After
running these problems, the results are given
followed by a summay of the material contained
in the chapter. m
seven chapters, their
objectives, and h
problem configmttions
assaiated with them are given in Table 1.
TABLE 1
CmWX#rWPRIMERClmFrmW
CmmEX 1: MCNP QWCKSTART
objectives - what the rwder will k able to ao
interpret an MCNP input file
set up and run a simple criticality problem on MCNP
in~~

kcff idmnation

fromMCNP output

Problem - Bare Pu Sphme (Jezebel)
clfAtlHt2: REFLEmmSYSIEMS
objectives - what the rder

will be able to&x

intekpret the sense of a surfuse thr 3mkan intemeetiom unimu and complement
geormxry opcmtom
define a multicet.1 problem
Problem - Pu Metal Cylinder without and with natural
U Reflectors

TREATMENT
POR
CHAPTER 3: S((q$)THERMAL NEUTRON
MODERATORS
objectives - what the rder

will be able to do:

use and understand use S(cs$) thermal neutron

treatment
understand the order of geometry operations on cell
w effects of S(CLP) treatment
interpret

ke ff output

Problem - Bore U(4.W) OIFZ Solution Cylinder

CHAPTER 4:SIMPLEREPEAI%D

STRUaLJRES

objectives - WIMIthe reader will be able to do:
use the universe (u) andfiff cards
use the like m but card
Usctbemleard
use the 2-D color geometry plotting capability
Problem -2 lJ(93.4)OzFz Cytinckrs insi& a W

- ~k

CHAPTER 5: HEXANEDRAL(SQUARE) hi”’
objectives - what the reder will Lu able to do:

usethekzrkeymrcttocreareasquamkttiee
Understand Iarticx indexing

cwite a Iathce whose

elements: contain diftbmt
materials, are filled with different sized items. or am

sometimes empty
Problem - 3x2 Arrayof Plutonium Nitrate Cylinders
CtiAFIER 6: -GONAL

-GUIAR)

IArrtc=

objectives-wbatthcreaderwiUlxabktodcr
ematcgmerd ptanestodehe
element

abexagodlatfke

use the h keyword to emate a hexagonal (triangular
pitch) lattice
undemrand bC~OfUlt kttim inking
Problem - Hexagonal -y
of 7 U(93.2) QF2
Cylinders with rcflectioa

LA’n’tcES
cHAFrER 7: 3-DMENSIONSQUARE
objectives - what the reader will be abk to do:

createa3—12hexdAmt
(-)

-

fill the lattice elements with various matials
create

a univeme O Iatti=

Problem - Square Pmay of Two layers of 6 Pu(lIO,)l
Solution Cylinders

chaptetx are followed by six appendices
that provide the following information: Monte
Carlo Techniques, Calculating Atorn Densities,
Specifications and Atom IXmsities of Selected
Materials, Listing of Available Default Cross
Sections, Geomeby Plot and Tally MCPL(X
Commands, and MCNP Surface Cards. The
intent of the appendices was to make the primer
as self<onta.ined
as possible with minimal
requirements for outside references. Thus, some
tables from the MCNP manual were included
along with a brief discussion of how a Monte
Carlo code works, and a tutorial on calculating
atom densities.

These

The primer was completed in the summer of
1994 and first used in training in August 1994.
The Transport Methods Group has distributed all
but a very few of tie four hundred twenty-five
cor)ies of the primer that wem initiah’ minted.
Fck reprints, we recommend cont&ti’ng the
Offke of Scientific and Technical Information,
P.O. BOX 62, Oak Ridge, TN 37831 - phone
(615) 576-8401.
TRAINING WITH THE PRWER
In the past year, Group XTM has taught two
classes with a specific focus on cdicality
calculations using the Primer as the text. The
presentation
of
the
matmial
follows
chronologically the exact order of the primer.
Lectures are only long enough to describe the
material selected to discuss in that section and to
describe the illustrative problem. Students
working in pairs at a UNIX workstation then
prepare an input fde that models and plots the
geometry, defines the materials, and provides the
criticality control cards. MCNP is executed,
using as input the file created. Fhudly, the output
is discussed in detail with an emphasis on
evaluating the quality of the calculation. The two
main goals of the class am to -h
users how to
use MCNP correctly and efficiently, and to
convince them *dintgetting an answer is not the
end of their job. They must check the output
carefully to determine thai the answer makes
sense.
Experience with all our courses has
convinced us that hands-on computer activity is
essential for the student to “own” the mated
being discussed. It is one thing to sit and listen
and entirely another to actually model the
problem. Having expert guidance to help the
student rhrough parts that are not clear allows
individual learning to occur in a timely manner.
Students uniformly feel that they will be able to
use the code knowledgeably when they return
home after having actively participated in the
learning process.
To keep the Primer to a manageable length,
most chapters only list the final three-combined
~ estimator value and estimated standurd
deviation. An advantage of the class is that the
full output is discussed in significant detail. We
strongly believe that MCNP should not be used
w a black box. There are many features in the
output that assist lhc user in dctcnnining the

quality of the calculation. We emphak
ha:
MCNP calculates a km confidence interval. We
impress upon the student that “k criticality
profession~i
ultimately
is
responsible
for
certifyi:,g that the geometry assumptions,
rnatcrials, and calculation are correct. To support
this position, a Los Alarnos criticality safety
professional lectures in each class.
A!though much of the information to do an
analysis is provided in the primer, it is not a
substitute for understanding the physics of a
specific problem and the theory of neutron
interactions. The MCNP code can only analyze
the problem as specified; it will not necessarily
identi~ inaccurate modeling of the geometiy nor
will it know when the wrong material has been
specified. Without an understamiing of the
context of the problerm the quality of W
solution, and a reasonable idea of what k result
and its associated
should be, a calculation of
%.NP or any other
confidence interval with M
code is meaningless.
The Prirw is a document for a new user, as
well as an excellent reference for an experienced
user. Many times you see “For fiuther
information, refer to the the MCNP Manual.”
The class provides the opportunity to explain the
more advanced information to h s!udents. The
grey bars in the Primer offer a thumbnai! version
of oftentimes complex topics. Everi if the grey
bar material is ignored, the Primer text flows
searnlessly. One advantage of attending h class
is that MCNP experts, building on k basics of
the Primer, can increase the depth of
understanding of all areas essential to the
calculation.
One criticism of the examples used in the
Primer, the same problems used in the claw is
dmt the dimensions and material descriptiorw are
too complicated. For example, a sphere might
have a radius of 6.38493 cm. or a material might
3.7047e-2. These
have a Pu-239 atom fraction
are real values as each example roblem is drawn
from a realistic critical system. YTherefore, while
learning to use MCNP, students are also learning
to interpret results produced from ma.listic
calculations.
The Iqm-of-the-World Summary Problem
The last example problem used in the class is
Elliot Whitesidcs’ kem-of-the-wodd problem.4
This problcm consists of a 9x9x9 mray of 4.7 cm

plutonium spheres spaced 60 cm apart in a
void. The assembly of 729 spheres is reflected
externally by 30 cm of water. The ~n of this
system is about 0.92. The example problem,
however, replaces the sphere at tie center
location with the critical Jezebel sphere, of 6,385
cm radius. The uniform-in-volume initial fission
neutron source spatial disrnbution is deliberately
chosen to differ significantly from the correct
distribution, which is strongly pxdced in the
center. Because of this poor initial source
distribution, it is much more difficult for the
Monte
Carlo
power
iteration
method
t~
adequately sample the critical Jezebel sphere and
converge to the correct distribution. Reference 5
in these proceedings discusses this problem and
the results in much more detail.
radius

The class is asked to set up, plot, and run this
problem with 1000 neutrons per generation,
skipping 20 cycles and running 30 active cycles.
This problem is easy to specify with the MCNP
lattice capability and is a good geometry skills
check after going through tie more difficult
MCNP Primer examples.

A complete MCNP output listing of this
calculation is provided [o each student. They are
asked to analy7E the output individually and to
make a recornrnmdation about the quality of the
99% KHconfidence interval of 0.92 to 0.93. The
corroct result is 1.0 Ixcause Jezebel is in the
problem. With only 50 cycles run and the poor
initizd source disti.bution, the critical Jezebel
sphere is only beginning
to be sampled
adequately. Consequently, the MCNP analyses
of the results are unable to detect the faulty
confidence interva15 because not enough &
cycles have been used.
The
difficulties
in
calculating
a heterogeneous
array with only about
1.4 neutrons per element based on 1000 neutrons
per cycle and only 10 active cycles are stressed.
The class understands that the cycle-toqcle
power itera!ion me~od requires many cycles to
adequately converge to the correc: fission neutron
spatial
distribution
from
a poor
initial
distribution., The small number of neutrons per
element px cycle is also strongly ~tressed as
extremely undesirable
for a heterogeneous
and
system.
The lqfi result
is not yet acceptable
more cycles are required. Pictures of the fission
source point locations as a function of cycle are
shown to illustmte the source convergence
process.
Examples
of
shown in rcfercncc 5.

these

distributions

arc

‘fk
calculation
is then continued
to 120 td
(100 active) cycles. MCNP now produced
two
WARNLNG messages: I ) the average \fl is
monotonically
increasing
for the last ten cycles;
and 2) the first and second active half keff
confidence intervals do not overlap at the 99%
confidence level (0.92 to 0.94
and 0.96 to
0.98). The primed plots and other information
provided by MCNP are studied. This calculation
is clearly not acuptable Ixcause cif the strong
increasing trend in the wcrage km

Finally, an output with 520 total cycles is
discussed in detail. One WARNING message is
produced: the first and second active half &
confidence intervals do not overlap at the 99%
confidence level (0.95 to 0.96 and 0.99 to 1.00).
The correct result can be fomd in the kti-by cycles-kipped table by using the MCNP output
analysis methods discussed during class.
The k~m-of-the-world problem is an excellent
criticality summary exe”
because it checks
understanding of geonl.. i., rhe Monte Carlo
method, and MCNP output and WA.RNNG
message analyses. This problem forces the user
to think about the Monte Carlo solution. The
Ie,sms
learned
from
this
problem
are
summarized with strong cautions ‘dtat problcm
anaiysis by the user is ABSOLUTELY essential:
no ca.lculational result should be treated as a black
box.
User Comments
Every student is given a critique sheet, and
we provide a certificate of attendance in exchange
for IAS critique on the last day. The course
features found to be most usefkl include: 1)
discussion of the continuous energy neutron
physics, thenna.1 treatments, and data libraries; 2)
actually working out the exercises; 3) graphics
for verifying geometg and viewing results; 4)
detailed analysis of the output to assess the
quality of the answer; 5) statistical concepts and
the &
confidence
intervalb; and 6) the
progressive nature of the primer.
Suggested topics for more discussion are
three areas barely touched on in the Primer 1)
standard tallies in a criticall~y calculation; 2) the
general source capability,
and 3) variance
reduction rnedmcls. These thee MCNP features
can be very usef[~l in criticality calculations and
are taught in detail in other MCNP classes.

We encourage user feedback on the code and
data libraries. The class provides an opportunity
for Los Alamos MCNP code developers to
interact with criticality users from around the
world. Several improvements and additions to
the code particularity for criticality were
mentioned in the titiques
ana have been
implemented in the latest version of MCNP.
Examples include improved gecmeby plotting,
and
~
graphics, WARNING messages,
installation procedures. Contacts with the
students, via email, telephone, or at technical
meetings, continue long after the claw ends.
CONCLUSION
% criticality courses taught with the Rirner
as a text have been quite successful. ‘lhe
combination of having a text to follow that
professes from, simpie to complex. hearing
more indepth explanations of topics cowed
initially at a supaficiid level, and having he
hands+n experience of participating in tk
learning experience allows students to feel
cotillent when they return to their work place.
Additionalljj, the primer provides a uniformity
from class to class for the instructors.
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